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Abstract

The growing attention of internet addiction problem has urged the researchers worldwide to develop an instrument to measure internet addiction level among worldwide population. Many of them have develop and adapt the diagnostic and test scale to identify the level of internet addiction among population. Thus, this study are going to conduct comparison analysis of the instruments used based on different platforms, the number of study used and different aspects included to other study. The assessment used in 28 studies will be discussed based on three type of analysis. Based on this review, IAT instrument was found to be the higher assessment used by the number of studies in order to evaluate internet addiction level which comprise of three dimensions. Most of these studies are mainly drawn from the field of psychology. This review will provide deep understanding on instrument construct to future study in developing new instrument based on internet addiction phenomenon.
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1. **Introduction**

Sophisticated technology has influenced digital native life since early 1990s. Digital native has been born within the technological environment which they are fully exposure to all types of technology and learn how to operate with it. Particular young generation have experienced to handle this type of technology which has been emphasized in primary, secondary and tertiary education especially. Student does not face much difficulty in using online technologies and known as main user of internet [1]. They are dealing with internet network frequently through computer, smart phone and any electronic devices due to its unlimited space and time of accessed [2]. The platform being provided by internet pool has been claimed as powerful tool that change human life tremendously. This can be shown by rise percentage of population penetration with internet over last few years and so forth by 29.4% in 2011 to 40.4% in 2024 [3].

A dynamic and valuable change of internet infrastructure has provided the internet user to gain benefits. The changes of internet infrastructure are deployed to deliver higher performance, speed and flexibility to user worldwide. Internet evolution can be perceived through the platform changes and to update the software and network application in order to attract user to this type of technology. The user can easily get access to internet with good variability of internet infrastructure changes without any obstacles. Furthermore, internets also play a part of human role in order to facilitate human work. Nevertheless, the internet evolution has also bring its dark side among users that lead to internet addiction phenomenon [4][5][6]. This phenomenon exerts harmful effect toward the user who misuses the internet. The negative outcomes of internet addiction studied by certain researchers are listed as follow: psychological altered, personality and physical changes, impairment in some relation, poor grade and social discomfort [7][8][9]. The critical of this issue has raised interest from many researchers in developing different instruments to measure internet addiction level. The various instrument developed by past researchers have been used as a tool to measure the level of internet addiction that have invade nation development [10][11]. The criteria included in the instrument become the most priority of most researchers in their study in order to occupy significant cases of diagnosis, clinical symptom, psycho-social perspective, mental health and others [11]. The instruments are considered as an important tool of measuring the level of internet addict. The instrument used can be referred as an initial action to curb one of the critical 21st endemic. Thus, it is crucial to have deep understanding on the platform and the element included inside the instrument of past studies. Certain instrument used may totally similar from the establish instrument based on the common criteria studied except the particular area of linguistic of population and type of respondent. Bashir has adapted Internet Addiction Test from Young research and change to Arabic version [7].
Considering the internet addiction phenomenon has been claimed as the outbreaks in certain country [12], this is the right time to identify an excellent instrument to curb this critical issue. The instrument develop later can be used as a reference to enact the policies toward nation population. This paper is aimed to conduct comparison analysis of instrument used among number of studies in order to assess the level of internet addiction among population. The review is structured according each of section: first section start with introduction, following next section the synthesis of the review. The other two sections will present the methodology and discussion of the study. Finally, the paper section will be ending with a conclusion.

2. Literature Review

Wide usage of internet worldwide has bring the critical phenomenon or known as internet addiction in certain countries. Thus, studies on internet addiction have been extensive in global country due to the severe level of the phenomenon. Within this study, various type of instrument were established to evaluate the behavioural of internet user, symptom, personality, family relation, psychological perspective, social, environmental dynamics and the negative consequences of internet addict [2]. Due to high focus of instrument used to measure level of internet addiction, this study mainly focuses on three main aspects of instrument developed which is the platform of using instrument, the comparison analysis between number of studies and the criteria which experienced by addict to be included in the instrument developed.

Platform of Conducting the Instrument

Most of the researchers are conducting quantitative methodology to assess internet addiction level. They conduct research technique such as in person survey and the electronic survey such as online survey. Bashir [7] were conducted survey comprise of IAT test to the all eligible nursing students with aiming to identify the level of internet addiction among students. In addition, Azher [13] were also conducted survey in person by using IAT and Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) instrument with aiming to identify the prevalence of internet addiction among master students. Quantitative research methodology not only focused to survey in person but various technique of conducting survey can be used. One of the techniques is the electronic platform or known as online platform in conduct survey. They are using similar platform of conducting the methodology with various type of instrument. Kapahi [14] were using IAT instrument and conduct the survey through online platform to examine the level of internet addiction among youth. However, there are limitations of conducting survey in person by taking longer time and costing more compared to the online platform.

While some researcher conduct their research using mixed method research by combine the quantitative and qualitative methodology. Madhukar [15] has conduct research by combining the methodology to determine the impact of
internet technology toward user healthy. This type of methodology has provided more complete view because it is more desirable technique which meet specific requirement on general methodology. Nevertheless, the limitation of conducting mixed method research is to cope with a greater time of commitment required.

**Analysis of Instrument Used in Number of Study**

Various instruments have been developed by researcher to conduct study. IAT is the most global measurement used to examine the level of internet addiction of population. Most of studies used Internet Addiction Test to measure internet addiction level which is developed from [10] research and validated by [16]. IAT instrument is developed to distinguish the user based on normal, moderate or severe level of addict via Likert scale. Bashir [7] stated that nearly half of students experience internet addiction which mostly dominated by male gender. While, Christakis [17] claimed that only 4% of student has high score on internet addiction level with different range of psychological behaviour. Some study has conduct internet usage pattern which are comprised the level of internet addiction, internet behaviour and the gender differences [18]. Although most of the studies have shown the psychometric properties of IAT, yet, there is a lacking on the optimal overall structure of IAT instrument and its stability across culture.

The other instrument used in certain study is General Health Questionnaire-28 (GHQ-28) which is developed by Goldberg and has been translated in 38 languages. GHQ-28 consists of 28 items and is designed to measure individual emotional disorders. Mostafaei [8] conduct IAT and GHQ instrument to identify the relationship between internet addiction level and mental health among university students. He found that there are no significant relation between internet addiction level and mental health among them. While Saraei [19] has using similar instrument as Mostafaei study except that her study are focusing in degree of association between internet addiction, mental health and academic performance. However, most of the researcher who are using GHQ instrument do a combination with IAT instrument in order to measure the level of internet addiction. Other instruments developed are not really utilized by other present study. Such of the other instruments are PHQ, PANAS, CSAS, CIUS, UPI, EMBU, MMPI, CPYDS, OCS, BAI, DUKE, MBTI.

**The Criteria Included in the Instrument**

Although some of the validated instrument have multifariousness of overlapping criteria of internet addiction yet a number of studies has provided a different set of criteria in identifying internet addiction among population [20][21]. The paper indicate that IAT studies totally focused on the implication of the internet addict behavioral which underlying psychometric construct of IAT such as the emotional, psychological conflict, time management issue and mood modification. Bashir [7] has focused on the IAT criteria mainly drawn from psychological aspect with association of gender. Khoshakhlagh [22] mainly focused on the psychological aspect in assessing internet addiction level. This study stated that the criteria developed by the researcher are somehow related
with the degree of using internet and the consequences toward the users. However, this research found that IAT instrument should be measured in multifaceted construct that integrated others criteria too. So, it is easier to assess internet addictive behaviour from all dimensions.

BAI are focused on measuring anxiety symptoms and SCL-90 is used to measure the psychological problems of respondent [13][4]. DASS more focused towards anxiety, depression and stress of internet addict [20]. PANAS instrument more concentrate to respondent emotion [23]. Various instrument are used to measure psychological aspect of internet addict, yet, there is a limitation of those instrument used because of the element observed cannot be compile in one instrument.

After conduct a comparison analysis of instrument used in recent study, we concluded that various type of instrument are used to measure internet addiction among population. However, the different type of instrument used is basically covered on limited dimensions. Thus researcher emphasizes the need to do comparison analysis based on the platform conduct, analysis of instrument based on number of study and the criteria observed. The respondent will be categorized according to the instrument used either they are severe addict, moderate or normal category.

3. Methodology

We conduct a review paper based on the existing findings which focus on internet addiction worldwide. We should follow the protocol of conducting the research to ensure this paper contribute to body of knowledge to our country. Most of the selected papers are focusing on students in secondary school, college and universities students. The paper can be accessed through online search engine such as Google database, SCOPUS, IEEE and etc. The important keywords searched are factors of internet addiction, psychometric properties of instrument and internet addiction. Based from the keywords, we found that there are many papers related to our topic which are about 1,150,000 papers. Then we proceed to first step by scanning the abstract and introduction of the papers. About 80 relevant papers have been selected. There is only 28 papers should be included after critically evaluate the paper. Once we have done evaluating the paper, we continue to summarize the contents of our study to review other researcher’s work that imply to our topic. The summary should be in a table form to ease our work in making analysis comparison in further step. In the end the finding will be presented in writing form.

4. Discussion

The increasing percentage number of internet addicts has become a controversial issue among internet user in a population. Most of the researcher emphasized the need to find the causal that affect internet addiction problem. Hence, a need to measure the addicts level and behavioural has become the
most significant assessment in their study.

**Different Platform of Using Instrument**

Most of the researcher are interested in observe and understand the current phenomena related to their study. There are various design used in research which depends on researcher aim of study.

![Figure 1: The Different Platform Used in Recent Study](image)

Based on the figure above, 23 study are conduct quantitative research method by distributed the survey in person compared to the online platform. However, there is a limitation of conduct survey in person by taking longer time and cost more. While, the online platform has improve the limitation of survey in person and it is easy to analyse data. But still, the researcher and reader have doubt to the precise answer when they complete online survey. The least platform used by Madhukar [15] to identify the internet addiction is mixed mode method. This method has a combination between quantitative and qualitative methodology. Mixed method can be effective design to use to conduct research, yet there are many weaknesses of the method to be carried out. It can be concluded that most of the researcher prefer to use quantitative method by conduct survey in person. In person survey were the main mode of data collection regarding to this topic.

**Frequency of Instrument Used in Recent Study**

Figure 2 show the various instrument used in many study to evaluate internet addiction level among respondent.

![Figure 2: Frequency of Instruments Used in Recent Study](image)

IAT is one of the most utilized instruments in worldwide as shown in in Figure 2. IAT has been used by 17 studies and translated into several languages such as Chinese, Persian, Korean, German, Portuguese, Arabic, Italian, etc. [9][5][8][24][25]. Young [10] has been developed her assessment step by step in order to increase the sensitivity of the instrument based on its reliability and validity. She has classified the internet addiction level according to mild, moderate and
severe stages. IAT instrument was developed based on the improvement of YDQ and IADQ structures. Widyanto and McMurran [16] has conduct analysis on IAT factor and reveal six factors of IAT item which are salience, excessive use, neglect work, anticipation, lack of control and neglect social life. IAT was evaluated using confirmatory approach in order to assess the psychometric properties consist of three dimensions namely: withdrawal and social problem, time management performance and reality substitute. The dimensions were then correlated with a number of criteria such as academic performance, gender, internet usage and psychology. Bashir [7] correlated IAT dimensions with gender. It can be concluded that the dimension of IAT has meet certain criteria in different studies.

The second high instrument used in four studies is General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) as shown in figure 2. GHQ has been constructed and utilized in various versions with different length of items. GHQ is used as screening instrument in identifying the psychological distress among respondent. Kutty [5] claimed that there is a positive relation between internet addict with psychological distress among students. It implies most of the respondent who addict to internet having psychological problem in their life.

While the other instruments developed are less utilized by recent study. It might because of the construct viewpoint are focused to individual and cannot be generalized.

**The Criteria Include in the Instrument**

Researcher should be determining the best kind of data gathering approaches who, when and how the data will be collected. The instrument utilized by researcher should be included the observed criteria which provide the similar conditions as to those specified to be target of study. The entire instrument used show high validity and reliability.

![Figure 3: The Criteria Involved in the Instrument](image-url)

Based on figure 3, recent study has mainly focused on psychological aspect that relate to internet addiction. The psychology show the highest score in 19 studies related to this topic. However there are various sub-element of psychology that has raised interest among researchers. Psychology is a broad area which later can be divided into many elements namely: anxiety, depression, stress, loneliness, behaviour, personality and emotion. Khoshahkagh [22] has determined mental health of internet addict using Carson instrument which comprise of anxiety, stress and depression. Various instrument developed are
aligned with the sub-element of psychology. GHQ, DASS, Online Cognition Scale (OCS), Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ), NEO, Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS), Symptom Checklist 90 (SCL-90) mainly focused on mental health of addict, loneliness, depression, anxiety, internet addict personality, emotion and symptom psychopathology respectively [7][20][26][13][27][17][23][4]. While, certain researcher are using IAT to measure internet addict behaviour.

Second higher criteria included in instrument are the usage pattern among respondent. They mostly assess usage pattern among respondent through the duration uses, location and purpose of access. The instrument quite being used by the respondent is Problematic Internet Usage Scale (PIUS), Compulsive Internet Use Scale (CIUS) and Internet Addiction Diagnose Questionnaire (IADQ). Two others criteria included in instrument are demographic and environment. The Environment is divided into many parts which are social and physical element. Social also comprise many items below and one of it has become interest to this study which is the relation between families [21]. The physical aspect has been conduct by researcher to correlate the impact of internet addiction toward their physical healthy. Demographic usually discussed the effect of internet addiction that relate to gender, academic performance and parents socio-economic. It can be concluded that studies on internet addiction have been extensive which mainly drawn from psychology aspect. Further, it is believed that the criteria included in instrument are interrelated to each other that resulting to internet addiction. There are three part of analysis of recent studies that have been discussed above which are the platform of conduct the survey, the frequency of instrument utilized by number of study and the element which mainly focused in construct the instrument. Most of the researchers particular conduct in person survey to distribute the instrument toward respondent. The platform used by researcher is definitely suitable to their aim of study and the phenomenon occurred compare to other platform. IAT is the most extensive instrument used among researcher all over the country. The latent structure of IAT which contain three dimensions of withdrawal and social problem, time

5. Conclusion

As a brief review, internet addiction is advancing rapidly worldwide without any specific proactive measurement especially in Malaysia. In regard to this phenomenon, the interest of researcher to conduct this study has been increasing. However, the difficulty to assess the severity of internet addict has urged researchers to develop an assessment to measure internet addiction level. Based on the existing literature review, the study has doing comparison analysis between other studies by addressing the platform of instrument conduct, the frequency usage of instrument by number of study and the element which mainly focused in construct the instrument. Most of the researchers particular conduct in person survey to distribute the instrument toward respondent. The platform used by researcher is definitely suitable to their aim of study and the phenomenon occurred compare to other platform. IAT is the most extensive instrument used among researcher all over the country. The latent structure of IAT which contain three dimensions of withdrawal and social problem, time
management and performance of respondents met the interest of researcher study. Recent studies have mainly focused on psychological aspect because the internet addict is described as an impulse control disorder. Thus, most of the researcher interrelate the psychology aspect with other criteria to strengthen their research. Thus, future study is needed to provide good basis on refining scale and further improve the instrument by recruiting the criteria as discussed above.
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